Transcript levels are a critical determinant of the proteome and hence cellular function.
Introduction
should be far less than the total number of genes it contains. If true to a large enough extent, it may be 48 possible to faithfully compress and prospectively summarize entire transcriptomes by measuring only a 49 small, carefully chosen subset of it.
Indeed, previous studies have exploited this reduced dimensionality to perform gene expression and Methods" for further information regarding data acquisition, transcript quantification, quality filtering, 98 and expression filtering). We hereafter refer to the collection of quality and expression filtered 99 transcriptomes as our training transcriptome collection.
100
In order to assess the quality and comprehensiveness of our training collection, we performed a 101 deep characterization of the expression spaced spanned by these transcriptomes. We found that the 102 transcriptome of both organisms was highly compressible and that the primary drivers of variation were Continuous-Poisson hierarchical model is used as a predictive model to capture covariance relationships between markers, transcriptional programs, and all genes. b) During prediction, Tradict predicts the expression of transcriptional programs and all genes in the transcriptome using the expression measurements of the marker genes. c) The Multivariate Normal Continuous-Poisson hierarchy enables Tradict to efficiently model statistical coupling between the non-negative expression measurements typical of sequencing experiments. This is done by assuming that associated with each observed, noisy TPM measurement, there is an unmeasured (denoised), latent abundance the logarithm of which comes from a Multivariate Normal distribution over all genes and transcriptional programs. tissue and developmental stage ( Figure 1a -b, Figure S1 ), with many biologically realistic trends within each cluster (Supplemental Analysis 1). We additionally examined the distribution of submissions across the expression space, compared inter-submission variability within and between tissues, inspected expression correlations among genes with well-established regulatory relationships, and perturbations, and environmental stimuli represented in the SRA, these results, taken together, suggest 111 that our training collection is an accurate and representative sampling of the transcriptomic state space 112 that is of experimental interest for both organisms. define an accordingly named transcriptional program 26, 27 . The expression values of these programs are 136 then encoded using an adapted version of the Simultaneous Orthogonal Matching Pursuit algorithm 137 into a small subset of marker genes selected from the transcriptome 28, 29 . Tradict finally stores the mean 138 and covariance relationships between the log-latent expression of the selected markers, the Prospectively, only the expression of these marker genes needs to be measured and the interval sizes (30-70%), which would make Tradict more conservative (higher type II error rate) than it 207 should be. However, in practice it is accurate (p-value = 0.24, t-test) for larger, more standard interval 208 sizes (e.g. 95%). We conclude that Tradict's probabilistic modeling assumptions capture unseen data 209 well.
gene expression prediction performance (Supplemental Analysis 3.I, Supplemental Tables 3-4).
Recall that the genes participating in each of our transcriptional programs are pre-defined, in to jasmonic acid" and "response to salicylic acid" transcriptional programs. Figure 4b and strongly impaired SA responders, respectively --are slightly and strongly hyper-responsive to clear that the expression magnitude of these genes positively correlates with the registered expression 276 magnitude of the "response to jasmonic acid" transcriptional program. Figure 4c 
280
In order to illustrate Tradict's use in hypothesis-free investigation, we performed a differential Tradict's predictions versus actual measurements were highly concordant and biologically reasonable.
284
Transcriptional programs differentially expressed with respect to MeJA treatment included "response to 285 bacterium," "defense response to fungus", "response to wounding," and "response to jasmonic acid" as 286 expected. Transcriptional programs differentially expressed with respect to BTH treatment included 287 various abiotic stress responses, "defense response to fungus", "response to jasmonic acid" (via 288 antagonism), and "response to salicylic acid," again, as expected.
290

Discussion
291
Tradict is an accurate, robust-to-noise method for predicting the expression of a comprehensive, 
300
Tradict additionally provides expression predictions for all genes in the transcriptome. Though 301 its current gene expression prediction accuracy is less than ideal for more sensitive applications,
302
Tradict's performance is superior to previous efforts and is improving logarithmically in the number of 303 samples. We attribute Tradict's performance gains over previous methods first to improved 304 measurement technology. Previous methods were developed for microarray, a substantially more noisy 305 technology than RNA-Sequencing [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Consequently, training efficiency was lower as well as 306 measurement accuracy of true expression, thus leading to modest prediction accuracy. By contrast,
307
Tradict is meant to interface with sequencing based readouts of gene expression, a data type that is 308 popular and proliferating exponentially as the time and price of sequencing continues to fall. Second,
309
we believe Tradict's probabilistic framework goes a step beyond previous efforts by modeling marker-310 gene and marker-program relationships not at the level of measured abundances, which are noisy, but 311 at the level of latent abundances. Working in this denoised space naturally improves accuracy and 312 affords robustness.
313
Taken together, we believe that Tradict coupled with target RNA sequencing can enable 314 transcriptome-wide screening cheaply and at scale. Well-established commercial 19, 20 and non-315 commercial 21,33 methods exist for targeted RNA sequencing in a multiplexed manner, and they are able 316 to measure the expression of 10's-100's of genes with accuracy, making their use immediately for thousands to tens of thousands of samples to close to $1 per sample. 
353
Tradict that will be made available before publication.
